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1

INTRODUCTION

The current scientific environment promotes collaboration across scientific fields [35]. Team-based
scientific research can increase research impact, novelty, reach, and productivity [35]. However,
cross-disciplinary teams can experience barriers in achieving research that integrates multiple
perspectives such as having different goals, research approaches, publication practices, funding
approaches, organizational support, academic and career recognition, or promotion practices that
recognize cross-disciplinary work [35].
CSCW research has historically studied some of the challenges and collaborative practices of
scientific teams towards the production of scientific knowledge with the special focus and goal of
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technology design. For example, Olson et al. studied remote collaboration [95, 96] and knowledge
integration [95, 96]; Kraut et al. identified the role of relationships and tasks in collaboration [66];
and Lee et al. showed how work practices [101], human and cyberinfrastructure, support scientific
collaboration [16, 17, 73].
Although past CSCW work has carefully studied team practices, there is limited research on
the holistic, sociotechnical challenges that research teams in HCI encounter when conducting
cross-disciplinary research aimed at creating technological artifacts. We know little about how
these challenges affect the individuals and impact their teams, how institutions influence these
teams’ success, and how researchers must adjust their full research life-cycle – from research
conception to research dissemination and translation – in response to these challenges.
One such instance of cross-disciplinary collaboration is the rapid uptake of human-centered
computing approaches in the health domain. This intersection of HCI and Health research strives
to address important health challenges through technology, such as engaging patients in their
care through peer-support communities [45, 55, 72, 92, 94], patient-generated health apps [29,
37, 103, 106], and health information portals [27, 54, 71]. Researchers have aimed to support the
documentation, coordination, and decision-making work of healthcare providers [26, 57, 69, 89, 102],
and health services such as patient-centric services, safety, and outcomes [39, 50, 59, 65]. Crossdisciplinary teams of HCI and health researchers have also explored technologies to address
challenges people have in managing chronic conditions [70, 78, 86, 107], acute events [99, 120, 128],
or health within everyday and clinical contexts [14, 58, 61, 62]. Health communities have adopted
human-centered approaches or are increasingly doing so in fields such as the Medical Informatics,
Implementation Science [76, 77], or Mental Health [67, 88]. Cross-disciplinary research between
human-centered computing and health has increasingly been supported by US public funding
agencies [4, 7], leading to almost 500 projects that use human-centered design approaches funded
to date by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) [4], and several research and training centers
introducing human-centered methods to mental health research [5].
To explore the collaborative experiences of HCI researchers working in cross-disciplinary teams,
we focus on a case study of collaborations within teams of HCI-Health researchers in principal
investigator roles and the factors that impact their team’s collaboration. Within HCI and Health,
researchers have been documenting personal experiences of challenges in collaboration, comparing methods and practices of HCI research with those of Health research [19, 21, 22], surfacing
differences in methods [20, 22, 25, 110] and research practices [20, 22, 25, 42, 110]. However, there
is limited understanding of the challenges that HCI-Health teams encounter in conducting crossdisciplinary research.
To understand the HCI-Health collaboration challenges, we focus on HCI investigators who are
early to mid-career because of the unique experiences they face in establishing cross-disciplinary
teams, gaining recognition in multiple fields with limited training as a primary investigators,
and planning their long-term career trajectories around this type of research [35, 36, 113]. Such
difficulties can cause divisiveness in a team and even lead researchers to give up on cross-disciplinary
research [28, 104]. Ultimately, a lack of early-career training and support can harm the success
of cross-disciplinary research, limiting the innovation that might result from the collaboration
[35]. Understanding the experiences that these researchers face in HCI-Health teams is key to
identifying solutions that can address these challenges.
We interviewed HCI researchers working at a variety of universities (Research R1 and R2 [109]
and Liberal Arts Colleges) in the United States about their experiences working in HCI-Health
cross-disciplinary teams, what challenges they encountered, and how they navigated them. We
recruited 17 early-career faculty (non-tenured) and faculty who recently transitioned out of early
career (recently tenured) from 16 universities.
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Because organizational structures, resources, and promotion policies are all factors that impact
cross-disciplinary research collaboration [35], we scope our research to US universities, a complex
environment with variability between different types of institutions (e.g. resources of R1 universities vs. non-research universities, different promotion policies), and some fixed aspects of the
infrastructure (e.g. types of public funding, the existence of tenure).
We draw on Team Science to study collaborations, a field that draws from CSCW research,
as well as psychology, organizational sciences, management, science and technology studies,
and more [35, 48]. Team Science takes a holistic approach to investigate the factors that impact
collaboration at multiple levels of scale, and proposed calls to action for the different stakeholders
that impact collaboration: individual, team, organization, research community, and funding agencies
[35]. Team science can offer the CSCW community a holistic perspective to investigating how
human-centered technology design practices are incorporated in cross-disciplinary collaborations,
how collaboration challenges manifest, and how we can draw on existing guidelines to help
support collaborations involving the use of human-centered computing approaches in other fields.
Specifically, we investigate challenges in integrating human-centered approaches in HCI-Health
teams that are designing technology.
Our research also contributes to the growing body of research that examines practices in the
HCI community and proposes calls to action for how to improve community practices to reduce
disparities [93], be inclusive of stakeholder perspectives that are typically excluded [53, 75, 93],
improve ethical practices [121], and broaden dissemination of research [111, 112]. We contribute
how a focus on research integration, through translational resources, institutional recognition, and
facilitation, can help better integration of cross-disciplinary perspectives.
In this paper, we contribute:
• An empirical understanding of how early- and mid-career HCI faculty, in principal investigator
roles, experience multi-level challenges (individual, team, organization, research community,
funding agency) in collaborating with health researchers throughout the stages of research:
forming a team, conceptualizing research, implementing and translating research.
• An introduction of a holistic Team Science lens, to identify challenges and support in collaborative cross-disciplinary teams that employ human-centered computing approaches across
the research life-cycle
• Recommendations and an agenda of future work for improving research integration and
the successes of early researchers conducting cross-disciplinary research in HCI and Health,
including implications for individual researchers, universities, research communities, and
funding agencies.
2

RELATED WORK

Scientific initiatives are increasingly collaborative, with teams increasing in size and consisting
of members from different fields who work together to solve complex problems [35]. The field of
Team Science has conducted decades-long efforts to understand and improve cross-disciplinary
collaborative research and training programs to improve collaborative research [35]. Team science
involves ongoing research on conceptual frameworks to understand how to support more effective
teamwork across disciplines.
Team science promotes a transdisciplinary approach that requires team members to integrate
their work in a way that transcends disciplinary silos [35]. Transdisciplinarity “entails not only
the integration of approaches but also the creation of fundamentally new conceptual frameworks,
hypotheses, and research strategies that synthesize diverse approaches and ultimately extend beyond
them to transcend preexisting disciplinary boundaries” [116]. This goes beyond multidisciplinarity
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approaches (teams working in sequential ways, independent from each other, with a goal to combine
efforts and address a common problem), or interdisciplinarity approaches (teams integrate concepts
and methods from different fields and work to integrate differing perspectives, while still primarily
staying anchored in their own field) [35, 115].
Transdisciplinary teams accelerate innovation and advances in scientific knowledge and address
social problems [35, 113]. The field of Team Science [35, 115] aims to better understand, evaluate,
and support the effectiveness of science initiatives that promote research that draws on multiple
disciplinary backgrounds and produces innovation across disciplines, particularly striving for
supporting scientific collaborations of a transdisciplinary nature [35].
2.1

Factors that Impact Research Integration

A core aspect of doing transdisciplinary work is integrating knowledge across fields. Kraut et al.’s
highlighted that research integration can be impacted by tasks, relationships, and the research
climate [66]. The concept of research integration was introduced to CSCW and to Team Science
through research by Balakrishnan, Kiesler et al that defined research integration as "the extent to
which a science team combines its distinct expertise and work into a unified whole" [13].
2.1.1 Team practices impact research integration. CSCW research has highlighted that research
integration is difficult to achieve due to workflows that are not aligned (e.g. communication of
results between team members) [13], misaligned language [96], or lack of face-to-face interaction
[95]. Salazar et al further expanded research integration in teamwork through a Team Science
model highlighting the integrative capacity of teams as the team’s ability to build communication
practices, shared identity, and shared conceptualization of a problem space to create integrated
knowledge [104]. Salazar highlights how social practices of integrating knowledge can impact teams
to operate in constructive ways, adapt and adopt research differences to create new knowledge.
This could be due to adhering to discipline-specific norms of conducting science, claims of what is
knowledge and who owns knowledge [115], and insufficient training [115].
To address such challenges, researchers have developed toolkits encouraging researchers to have
conversations about goals, challenges, team member roles, and publication practices, to ensure
the success of the team [3, 8, 15]. Further, Team Science proposes the development of training
programs through which young researchers and students get trained in multiple disciplines [35].
2.1.2 Infrastructure impacts research integration. Multiple organizational factors can support collaborative teamwork such as credit and rewards, and funding [115, 117]. Individuals engaged in
creative work can have a hard time doing that in the organizations they belong to because they
need to balance the challenges of demonstrating the output of the creative work and navigating the
formal structures that coordinate the work they do [10]. This can be particularly difficult within
university systems, where faculty behavior can be impacted by evaluation and reward systems,
workload allocation, professional development opportunities, and leadership [35].
Funding Incentives. Institutions have created funding and organizational structures to promote
cross-disciplinary research. Funding agencies have launched programs to promote translational
science and collaboration across disciplines [7, 127]. Universities also create seed grants for crossdisciplinary collaborations [35]. Organizations (e.g. funding agencies) that created networks of
scientists from different disciplines have made it easier for researchers to start cross-disciplinary
research [2, 35].
Promotion practices. The US National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, Institute of Medicine,
have ranked promotion and tenure as one of the top impediments to cross-disciplinary research
[97]. A top reason for that is the uneven evaluation of individual contributions to cross-disciplinary
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research. For example, in co-authored papers, credit might not be awarded fairly between team
members [84, 85], and author order might vary between fields and countries [118], which can affect
career advancement. To address such issues institutions have come up with guidelines for how to
evaluate cross-disciplinary research, through promotion guidelines [46]. Over 32 institutions that
promoted cross-disciplinary research took such measures [46]. Although initially, such guidelines
were minor, there are increasing resources and toolkits for language that can be used in promotion
packages and in presenting contributions of cross-disciplinary work [1].
Institutional structures to form cross-disciplinary teams. Universities have launched cross-disciplinary
centers across the country in fields such as sustainability, biodesign, and social change [41, 43, 100].
However, assembling successful teams across disciplines can be difficult, and might favor some
researchers with a history of collaborations [48], more experience [48], and more social capital [74].
The approaches used to find collaborations are often unstructured, relying on the institutional proximity of research networks [48]. To facilitate collaborations across disciplines, research universities
have promoted research networking systems, though their effectiveness is not known yet [60].
Given the difficulties in assembling a team, there might be further challenges to new investigators
who are less experienced and are joining institutions new to them.
Researchers have identified many challenges in conducting cross-disciplinary research in a
variety of fields, at the team and infrastructural levels. But there is limited understanding of the
challenges that researchers in the field of HCI encounter in using HCI methods in other fields. Team
Science brings a team level and infrastructure level focus on collaborations and proposes tools
that address research integration at the level of the team members and initiatives that can support
collaboration at institutional levels. To understand the complexities of utilizing HCI methods across
disciplines, there is a need to understand how team and infrastructure level challenges reflect in
HCI collaborative teams.
2.2

The research lifecycle: Hall’s four-phase model

Knowledge integration can be difficult to achieve throughout the different stages of the research
process. In this study, we draw on Hall’s four-phase model to describe challenges in integrating
team members and perspectives across different stages of a research project timeline. The four
stages of research identified through a team science lens involve collaboration from the formation
of a team and definition of a project, to the translation of the research into the real world. Research
teams have different goals at different stages of research, might encounter different challenges and
need different types of support. Therefore it is important to understand the challenges that teams
encounter at different stages of research [35]. By understanding challenges at different research
stages we can develop targeted interventions, or understand challenges in collaboration at different
levels.
Development phase. In a transdisciplinary model, the first stage of research is the development
stage, where research teams are assembled and define the problem space that will be researched. At
this stage, the team articulates the complexities of the problem space and identifies the relevant
research disciplines, including a potential group of collaborators [49]. The team-assembling step is
critical to the success of a team’s ability to generate transformative innovations [44].
Conceptualization phase. During the conceptualization phase, researchers develop novel research
questions, hypotheses, frameworks, and a research design that integrates the disciplinary perspectives of the different collaborators [49]. However, it is difficult to develop a shared problem
conceptualization and develop shared goals [35, 115]. Team members come from a different disciplinary background with differing goals (e.g., to make theoretical vs. applied contributions) [115],
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or differing needs for career advancement [35]. When teams do not address such misalignments,
it can lead to the emergence of subgroups within a team that can be divisive or hinders progress
towards the project goal [28, 104].
Implementation phase. During the implementation phase research teams launch and conduct
transdisciplinary research [49]. During this stage, researchers collaborate to refine and extend the
research questions and methods used. At this stage, team members are faced with the challenge of
integrating diverse knowledge and methods [35, 104]. Without sufficient overlap in how a problem
is conceptualized through research questions or standards of conducting research, it can be difficult
to apply knowledge from multiple disciplines and generate a high-quality solution [40, 104].
Translation phase. During the translation phase, researchers create pathways to apply their
findings to real-world problems [49]. For this stage researchers identify translational partners to
help initiate community outreach activities and to plan and define translational goals. Depending
on the research this can involve, for example, translating basic science to research that involves
clinical studies or translating clinical studies to public health programs and policies.
2.3

Knowledge gaps in HCI-Health research collaborations

Health-HCI cross-disciplinary teams encounter many challenges in conducting research. The
challenges identified are typically experiential reflections on research by individuals, as described
below.
At a methodology level, HCI and health researchers have challenges with shared conceptualizing
of problems through the contrasts of needing to balance uncovering the needs of users with the
goals of health researchers to develop interventions, theoretical frameworks, and evidence-driven
practice [19, 22]. Health researchers might aim to conduct longitudinal deployments and evaluate
the effectiveness of interventions that use legacy technologies like text messaging, an incompatible
approach with HCI’s desire for novelty [30, 80]. Different evaluation of technology can also lead
to misaligned timelines [30]. HCI researchers might instead innovate technology and evaluate
prototypes [22, 64, 80]. Research outcomes between HCI and Health are different, which suggests a
need to choose to work on problems that involve the entire spectrum of understanding user needs
and clinical outcomes [19, 20]. When it comes to translational work, in HCI translating work to
communities has sometimes been done as part of action research [52], by involving community
partners in the research, developing it together, and having a socially meaningful impact. However,
it is unclear how HCI researchers engage and experience collaboration for translation purposes.
Methodological differences in HCI and Health can lead to challenges in executing research. HCI
emphasizes the user needs, but that can lead to designing more complex health interventions that are
difficult to evaluate [80]. On the other hand, working in a clinical setting and building relationships
with clinicians can be constrained due to complex hospital infrastructure [11, 21, 42]. There can
be limited time with patients and clinicians, which can lead to inappropriate solutions [25, 125].
Health interventions can be predisposed to risks of equity imbalances [119]. Researchers have to
navigate ambiguous and varying IRB requirements to collect digital health data for their studies
[56]. Researchers have had to adjust methods (e.g. wizard-of-oz) to conduct research in the health
setting [87], and consider logistical considerations of deploying technologies [68]. Researchers
also are required to strike a balance between anonymizing participant health information and
sharing enough of this information for their work to be rigorous and reproducible [9], or to have
appropriate compensation for participants depending on the regulations of the health system [98].
Although we know about tensions that HCI and Health research encounter at a methodological
level, there is limited understanding of how researchers encounter such challenges in collaborations,
their experiences, and what they do to navigate them.
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At an infrastructure level, HCI researchers have discussed challenges in working with clinicians
[11, 21, 42], however, there is little empirical knowledge of how HCI researchers go about forming
these collaborations to develop research projects that address complex problems.
In summary, we use Team Science as a lens to understand the challenges that HCI researchers
encounter when working with health researchers, throughout the different stages of the research
process. We present findings organized based on Hall’s model of research stages and highlight the
challenges that HCI researchers have in integrating perspectives in collaborative work between
health and HCI researchers. We highlight the team level and infrastructure level challenges as they
manifest throughout the research lifecycle.
3

METHODS

We conducted semi-structured interviews with HCI researchers who had expertise in technology
design to understand the challenges they face when collaborating with health researchers. This
study was deemed exempt by the authors’ Institutional Review Boards.
3.1

Semi-Structured Interview Procedure

To gain a deep understanding of participant experiences and challenges, we conducted semistructured interviews. Each participant was asked about their experience working on collaborations
with health researchers, what challenges they faced during these collaborations, and what lessons
they learned from their experience. The interview protocol evolved in response to interviewee
responses. We conducted two pilot interviews not included in the data presented here. The initial
interview protocol focused on the challenges of conducting a collaboration and in using humancentered methodology when the collaboration was already established. The interviewees surfaced
challenges in finding and forming collaborations as well as infrastructure challenges. Based on the
two pilot interviews we conducted a more in-depth literature review in Team Science, which led
us to add questions related to experiences participants encountered at different levels: individual
(e.g. how collaborators were chosen), team (e.g. roles in the project), methodological (e.g. use of
design methods through the project life-cycle) and organizational level (e.g. what helps in finding
collaborators).
All interviews were conducted remotely over Zoom. A maximum of two authors were present
for each interview. One author was responsible for conducting the interview with the participant.
A second author, when present, was responsible for asking follow-up questions and taking notes
on key details. Interviews lasted between 40-70 minutes, depending on the availability of the
participant, and were audio-recorded and transcribed for thematic analysis. After completing their
interview, participants were offered a $30 gift card as compensation.
3.2

Eligibility and Recruitment

To recruit eligible participants, we began by identifying eligible researchers in the CHI conference
proceedings within the last 3 years (2019-2021) who had published a paper on health or wellness
and used design methods. We identified papers that mentioned the topic of health, wellness, mental
health, exercise, or diet in the title or abstract of the paper. We corroborated that the papers were
broadly on the health topic rather than something completely different. We emailed people who
seemed to be faculty based on their public profile, in either HCI fields or Health fields. We did not
want to make any assessments about who identified to be an HCI researcher or not. Using contact
information available in the public domain (e.g., websites and online CVs), we verified potential
interviewees’ career stages and contacted them over email. We emailed one or two of the faculty
last authors of each paper selected, excluding repetitions. As we conducted interviews, participants
also contributed names of potential participants we could reach to for an interview. We emailed a
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total of 78 people, and 28 replied being interested to be interviewed. Of the 28 potential participants,
17 identified as primarily an HCI researchers, and 11 identified as primarily as health researchers.
The 17 participants who identified as primarily HCI researchers constituted the participant sample
we describe in this paper. Of the 17 participants, 14 were identified through CHI proceedings and
three through snowball sampling (participants who had not published at CHI during the determined
period). We targeted individuals at different institutions. If a participant from a given institution
confirmed an interview, we generally tried to sample from a different institution to obtain more
diversity in participants. We also posted announcements of recruitment through social media,
but they did not result in additional participants. We continued participant recruitment until we
reached data saturation, which occurred at participant 15. Because we had already scheduled two
more participants, we completed their interviews as well. We had multiple participants who were
available, but were not interviewed due to having reached data saturation.
HCI researchers were considered eligible for participation if they were: (1) at least 18 years of age,
(2) involved in technology projects that involved both health researchers and technology/design
researchers, (3) worked in the United States, and (4) were identified as early-career or recently
tenured (in the past 3 years) at an academic institution. We defined health researchers as collaborators who had formal training in health or clinical research and may also be healthcare providers or
in a similar field (e.g., clinical psychology). We did not include researchers who might do work at
the intersection of HCI and Health, but might not employ human-centric design processes (e.g.,
researchers researching algorithms or hardware were not included).
We focused on United States-based researchers. The United States’ funding infrastructure and the
complexities of its healthcare system are distinct from those of other countries. We also focused our
recruitment on early- and mid-career researchers because we wanted to capture the full life cycle
of a collaboration that early-career researchers experience, and how the participant’s approach
toward navigating challenging collaborations may change as they moved to the next stage in their
career.
3.3

Anonymization

Due to our study’s focus on researchers within a subset of the HCI and Health community, we
took several steps to anonymize and protect the identity of our participants using norms similar
to other studies done with participants from the HCI research community [75]. Most participants
revealed vulnerable information or information that they requested was anonymized about their
collaborators, especially involving more senior collaborators. To prepare our interview transcripts
for data analysis, we excluded information such as institution names, previous professional roles,
and other potentially identifiable details. Throughout this paper, we present results in aggregate
whenever possible. We only present participant backgrounds at an aggregate level because associating such details with participant IDs might risk deanonymization. We redacted the names of
research projects or specific health topics that participants studied because in certain health application domains, some of the participants might have been the only person in the HCI community
who was early-career and working on that topic. The summary of research domains and context
of participants is broadly defined because in each given domain, there might be very few people
working on a particular topic with a cross-disciplinary perspective as one of our participant sample.
3.4 Participant Background
We enrolled a total of 17 participants in our study from 16 different universities in the US. Our
sampling consisted of 11 Assistant Professors (7 were in their first 3 years as faculty, 4 were in
year 4 or later) and 6 Tenured (but not Full) Professors within the 3 years prior to the interview. In
addition, 14 participants came from research-intensive (R1) universities and 10 of those participants
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had a medical school within their institution; 1 participant was at an R2 university with a medical
school, and 2 participants were at a Liberal Arts College with no medical school. Their self-reported
educational backgrounds included degrees in behavioral health, clinical health, technology, and
design. All participants had a degree and technology or design. All participants had publications
in the HCI field, particularly given our criteria of recruiting from the largest HCI conference, the
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI).
At the time of their interviews, the majority of participants (76%) participated in less than 10
projects that involved both health and technology/design researchers. These participants’ experience
conducting research projects in the health domain ranged from 1 to 10 years (12 participants), to 1020 years or more (5 participants). Participants reported that their work involved cross-disciplinary
collaboration 20-40% of the time (3 participants), 40-60% of the time (1 participant), 60-80% of
the time (9 participants), and 80-100% (4 participants). Three of the participants held (or had
in the past) a primary appointment in a school of medicine, Biomedical Informatics, or Public
Health. Most participants published their research in health publication venues as well as HCI or
technology venues. We analyzed the public Google scholar profiles of the participants at the time
of the interview and counted how many publications (including papers and abstracts) they had
published in what appeared to be health journals and conferences (e.g. AMIA, JAMIA, JMIR journals,
specialized journal such as psychiatry, nutrition, exercise, clinical medicine, rehabilitation, medical
informatics, etc). Participants had published in health journals or conferences: over 30 times (2
participants), 11-20 times (3 participants), 6-10 times (3 participants), 2-5 times (7 participants), never
(2 participants). These numbers were collected across the entire publication career of participants,
and are impacted by their seniority level (participants with most publications were generally more
senior).
The diversity of engagement in cross-disciplinary research enabled us to gain an understanding
of the challenges that different types of scholars encountered in doing cross-disciplinary work,
including scholars at different types of institutions (R1, R2, Liberal Arts), at a range of stages of
their career – early to mid-career, with a range of primary appointments in computing departments
and in medical schools.
Participants ranged in age from 31 - 50 years old (mean = 37 years, median = 36 years). One
participant did not report their age. Our sample also allowed participants to self-identify their
gender, which they reported as woman (15), non-binary (1), and man (1). A total of 11 participants
identified their race as White/Caucasian, 5 identified as Asian, and one was not sure how to identify
their race.
3.5

Data Analysis

We used deductive and inductive analysis to analyze all the interviews. After each interview,
the authors wrote memos and summarized important themes. For the deductive approach, we
created codes driven by Team Science literature [35] about the challenges team members typically
encounter (e.g. individual’s research and professional goals, team goals, roles in the team, methods
challenges, institutional infrastructure such as training programs, departmental structures, research
infrastructure such as mentor networks, promotion expectations, etc). Our inductive analysis relied
on a line-by-line descriptive coding approach [105]. Example codes that emerged through inductive
analysis were: working independent of collaborator, training or being trained about methods,
expectations about what is data, participation in project on-demand. Both authors then open-coded
two interviews together to begin developing a codebook based on the memos. After creating a
preliminary codebook, the two authors coded a new set of transcripts independently, then discussed
coding patterns and resolved coding discrepancies. The codebook was revised and applied to all
the transcripts by at least one author. Throughout this process, all authors met several times per
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week to discuss, refine and conceptualize themes. The deductive analysis led to themes that related
to challenges that cross disciplinary teams encounter according to Team Science literature [35] and
across different stages of research [49]. For example, methodology, goals, or outcome misalignments
are common challenges experienced in teams. Such challenges are broad, thus the data helped us
identify sub-themes of how such situations were experienced by participants in our sample.
3.6

Positionality of Authors

All authors identify as early-career researchers. Two had seven years of experience working
on human-centered computing studies and collaborating with researchers working in the health
domain. One author was a student, has no experience working with health researchers and provided
a newcomer perspective to the study and data. All authors also have been students and/or held
early-career academic roles at R1 institutions, a privilege that influences the makeup of their
professional networks, and potentially the visibility and willingness to participate in this study for
eligible participants. The senior authors of the paper were motivated in part by their experiences
and observations working in teams with health researchers. They were driven to articulate the
invisible challenges that early-career faculty face when working in such teams, and to learn from
other researchers’ approaches to navigating cross-disciplinary research in HCI and Health.
4

RESULTS

In this section, we detail the challenges and factors that participants identified as impacting their
ability to achieve successful collaborations throughout the different stages of research: development,
conceptualization, implementation, and translation (Table 1). We present the HCI researchers’
experiences in building collaborations, aligning goals and outcomes, and aligning disciplinary
approaches.
Participants encountered support and barriers in creating partnerships and integrating perspectives at multiple levels: the institutions they were part of, funding agencies, their job structure, the
norms in the research field, research communities, research practices. Some of these structures made
it easier to find collaborators, align goals and methods. However, when researchers encountered
barriers it impacted how integrated the researcher’s work was, the extent to which their research
perspective was included in the work, the speed at which they could make progress, the overall
impact of their research contributions, and career advancement they could achieve. For brevity
throughout the remainder of this paper, we will refer to the participants as HCI researchers. We will
refer to the collaborators of the participants as health (research) collaborators.
4.1

Challenges in integrating perspectives across all research stages

Participants mentioned several challenges that impacted their ability to engage with health researchers closely throughout the research process. These reflected a lack of experience and training
in how to work with health collaborators, as well as structural aspects of the health researcher’s
job structure that impacted their involvement in research projects.
4.1.1 Lack of experience in starting and maintaining collaborations with health researchers. Several
participants mentioned they did not have prior experience building collaborations, because they
did not need to set up their own collaborations during their PhDs or postdoc because their mentors
did so (C3, C8, C10, C14, C15). They had a period of transition where they had to learn how to form
and lead their own collaborations. C7 explained that they were not used to building a longitudinal
relationship with a collaborator, but rather they had treated their collaborator as a means to finish
the PhD: "I had a very narrow vision, what health collaborators roles are... just building that missing
piece... which is the clinical domain knowledge... but really, if it’s going to be a prolonged collaboration,
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that just doesn’t work, because people’s motivation might be different. Some people might enjoy that,
but not many, especially when, they are super busy". C7 mentioned making a similar assumption
early in their faculty years when they regretted not involving their collaborator more: “we wrote
a paper... out of that project, but... he didn’t end up becoming a co-author. He was okay with that.
But after that, there was no follow-up work... you do need access to patients in your work. But if
your collaborator doesn’t have a clear contribution intellectually, except for like giving access to their
patients... it’s a little bit tricky whether to invite the person or not, when it’s time to write a paper”
(C7).
4.1.2 Lack of training opportunities to work in the health domain. Several participants (C5, C17)
mentioned that they wished they had faculty training in working in the Health field, and with
health researchers. They wished they could apply for a training grant funded by NIH in which
they could get training in Health research, along with getting mentorship from health faculty. Such
training grants are available through NIH for people who gained a PhD, working on relevant health
problems, but are primarily targeted to health researchers. However, HCI researchers thought this
would be disadvantageous to their position as an assistant professor. C17 thought that an NIH
training grant would require them to teach less, which could negatively impact tenure expectations
in a computing or engineering department: "K award has disadvantages for junior faculty, because...
[it] takes away from some of your teaching, and you want to sort of show when you go up for tenure".
4.1.3 Differences in job structure: difficulties in securing time. Some HCI researchers experienced
incompatibilities with their collaborators because their collaborator’s job did not match the expected
engagement or contribution (C3, C5, C16) . Some of the participants worked with collaborators
whose salaries were partially determined by grant funding (C2, C3, C5), HCI researchers felt
pressure to secure their collaborator’s participation. C5 found it necessary to raise funding, so
they can support their collaborator’s time, particularly for people who have a different job that
takes most of their time: "what I learned from this collaboration is that I should not have a clinical
collaborator who doesn’t have any time, the funded time devoted to research. So he has... 100% hospital
[time]. And so he’s doing this as a side project" (C5). Participant C5’s experience was confirmed
repeatedly when a different potential collaborator became less involved because the collaborator
received a different grant to fund their salary.
Another challenge was the different ways HCI researchers needed to work around the limited
time that health researchers had, and maintained a relationship that was respectful of limited time
(C1, C7, C13, C17). This was particularly the case when the health researcher also had clinical care
duties, in addition to their time allocated to research. C17 posed this as a challenge: "how do we
bring them [health researchers] in, but respect their time and not be burdensome?... we don’t want to
be extractive... with the little chunks of time they have... they don’t really have the capacity to be full...
we can’t ask them to spend hours a day... on the research. And that means that we’re doing research
when they’re not updated [about]... if we’re only speaking with them an hour a week". HCI researchers
navigated this challenge by engaging with the health researchers based on their availability, such
as having meetings at times of day that might have been inconvenient (C7, C13), because they
found the contributions of the collaborator so important.
4.2

Developing research: factors that impact starting collaborations

In the research development stage, researchers come together from different disciplines and define
the problem space that will be studied [48]. Below we identify several factors that impacted whether
HCI and health researchers started collaborations together: institutional supports and programs,
funding source requirements, job structure, or individual efforts. These structures impacted if
researchers could come together to start shaping the research.
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Table 1. Factors that Impact Collaboration Between HCI and Health Researchers at Different Stages of
Research.
Stage of Research

Micro and Macrolevels of impact

Factors that Impact HCI-Health Collaborations

Developing Research &
Starting Collaborations
Researchers come together
from different disciplines and
define the problem space that
will be studied

Institutional

Postdoctoral training programs, university level
grants and cross-disciplinary meetups, department structures promoting cross disciplinarity
Expectations for tenure and promotion

Funding agency

Funding agency-level requirements and initiatives

Research field

Networks of mentors, peers and collaborators

Individual factors

Research values, needs to developing research
agenda and network

Conceptualizing Research
Researchers develop novel
research questions,
hypotheses, frameworks, and
a research design that
integrates across the
disciplinary perspectives of
the different collaborators

Team level collaboration

Joint conceptualization of research

Funding agency

Funding agency expectations of researcher roles
and research outcomes

Implementing Research
Researchers collaborate to refine and extend research questions and methods used, and
execute the research

Training: Methods

Different timelines for executing research

Translating Research
Researchers create pathways
to apply their findings to
real-world problems

Training: Methods
& Collaboration approach

Level of expertise in translational approaches (e.g.
clinical trials)

Research field & Institutional

Tensions in producing technological innovation
vs practical translation of research

Across all stages

Training

Limited experience to start and maintain health
collaboration

Limited understanding in the team of HCI researcher role
Ambiguity about the future of the research project

Understanding of HCI research and methods:
- Skepticism of qualitative research and design
methods
- Misalignments of what is considered data
- Centering user needs in conflict with clinical
expertise
- Artifacts facilitating knowledge integration
- Differences in terminology

Limited training to grow Health skills
..

Institutional

Differences in job structure and time commitments of HCI and Health collaborators

4.2.1 University structures: barriers and facilitators to starting collaborations. Participants identified
several institutional structures that facilitated their finding a collaboration at the level of universities
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and funding agencies: training programs, cross-disciplinary centers, funding opportunities, or crossdisciplinary workshops. Such opportunities were selectively available or not at different institutions
and sometimes impacted HCI researchers in different ways.
Postdoctoral training programs. Several HCI researchers had done postdoctoral programs (6
mentioned having done one). All participants mentioned that during their postdoctoral programs
they started or joined new projects. This created collaborations with health researchers that several
of them continued after the postdoc. One participant was part of a training center that brought
HCI and health researchers together during their postdoctoral program. During this experience,
they trained along with health researchers to closely work together with health researchers and
use design practices, which enabled them to continue working together after the completion of
the postdoctoral program. Despite finding collaborators during postdocs, HCI researchers moved
to a new institution as assistant professors. Therefore they had to restart some of their process of
finding collaborators when starting their professor positions.
University level grants and meetups. Universities that included programs to facilitate collaborations between researchers allowed participants to find other collaborators, through opportunities
for funding such as seed grants and networking events. HCI researchers had an easier time finding
collaborators when the institutions they were working at that included formal structures that
facilitated forming cross-disciplinary collaborations (C2, C5, C13, C17): “They sometimes host like
meetups for... researchers from different fields to kind of talk about what they do... There are... internal
funding” (C13).
University structures and departments. Participants had an easier time finding collaborators
at schools that had research centers that included cross-disciplinary collaborations as part of
their mission, and universities that had medical schools. Others encountered barriers in finding
collaborators when such structures were lacking (C4), for example in "rural" locations with less
infrastructure (C6).
The institutional context and the type of departments in a university affected how HCI researchers
were perceived. For example, C3 needed to understand the type of design scholarship that their
collaborator had experienced, because of the collaborator’s experiences across different departments
in the university: "the collaborators that I’m dealing with... at my university are used to either dealing
with communications or with the [art and design division]... they’re... not used to the particular flavor...
specifically, the art and design folks are not interested in getting research publications in the same
way... the communication scholars... they are much more interested in... evaluating something in use,
then sort of this sort of building, collaborating on the design piece" (C3).
4.2.2 Funding agency-level requirements and initiatives. A factor that impacted searching for collaborators was the need to have a collaborator to submit a grant with. Depending on the funding
agency, the HCI researcher might search for a collaborator, or the health researcher might seek an
HCI collaborator to fill in grant requirements. This sometimes occurred on short notice, to complete
a grant deadline. Such short notice engagement sometimes led to successful collaborations (C2,
C16), but not always (C16, C17). C6 experienced the requirement to find a collaborator and despite
repeated efforts, they could not find one: "I submitted a grant. And I know one critique that I didn’t
have clinicians at collaborators... maybe just write a support letter for me... I was actually planning to
submit [grant] and I give up, because... I haven’t found a clinician as a collaborator yet... this definitely
caused a negative impact on my career" (C6).
At times, funding agencies organized workshops that were helpful in finding collaborators. C5
found a collaborator at professional workshops, invitation-based, organized by a foundation (C5).
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4.2.3 Research networks of mentors, peers, and former collaborators. HCI researchers relied on
mentor networks to find collaborators. For example, participants who had been part of postdoctoral
programs, had joined projects where collaborations were already established. Alternatively, their
mentor helped them connect to health collaborators.
Mentors facilitating connections. When HCI researchers did not have a formal mentorship structure, they relied on mentors at their current institution or from their former institutions to help
them connect with relevant collaborators (e.g. prior mentors and advisers, department colleagues,
dean of the school) (C4, C6, C10). Some participants relied on more senior faculty to make such
connections and highlighted the importance of having senior researchers who built infrastructure
at their university for conducting cross-disciplinary research (C11, C17). C4 also found it helpful
that the collaborator was willing to act as mentors: "the willingness of the collaborators to kind of like
mentor other people that are getting in the space seems to be in my case has helped me tremendously...
dedicating time in things that might seem trivial, but for me were quite new" (C4). In other cases a
mentor or other third party recommended the HCI researcher to a team of health researchers who
were seeking collaborators (C3, C7, C16).
Although most participants in our sample found collaborators that appeared suitable for initial
collaborations, participants viewed a lack of collaboration as hindering their career advancement.
For example, C6 struggled to find a collaborator for grant applications through health researchers
and several third parties (mentors, colleagues, dean), for over a year.
Serendipitous opportunities to find collaborators. Participants who had prior collaborators reached
out to those for getting the help they needed (C8, C12). However, other researchers were at
institutions where they did not have other health researchers to facilitate such connections (C4, C6,
C8, C9, C15). Researchers tried to leverage research networks also through giving talks at their
own institutions and others (e.g. in courses taught by potential collaborators, at other institutions)
(C5, C17), or invited potential collaborators to give presentations (e.g. in the classes they taught)
(C17). Other facilitators of collaboration included having similar goals and being at similar stages
in their career with health researchers, such as being at the same early stage in their career (C4,
C12), or being able to relate with similar life milestones in their personal lives (C3).
4.2.4 Expectations for promotion and career advancement. Some HCI researchers decided that they
would not engage in research that did not directly contribute to their primary research agenda,
to focus on what they contribute and produce to achieve their goal of tenure: "I want to try as an
assistant professor as a pre-tenured faculty... I want everything that I do to contribute to that... in my
experience, many of us in this space, have had to kind of grapple with the well, I could do that. I could
be part of that project... But... that’s not going to help me... I really am [focused on tenure]... I need
to be really... selective" (C16). While tenure priorities restricted what projects C16 would pick, at
times it also gave them an opportunity to exit projects that were not going as expected, by using
the necessity to focus as a reason to exit the collaboration.
C3 also felt concerned that having too many projects in which their role is one of being a
"consultant" for the health researcher, would not support their tenure case: "If I had too many
projects at once that were sort of those service consulting kind of projects. . . . That’s when folks would
start to get worried... because then I’m just sort of like, work for hire. Rather than contributing to my
own research". However, C3 thought that the strategy of doing projects that were not core to their
research helped them find collaborations for their primary work: "I need to pursue this strategy... to
cultivate these relationships in order to build these collaborations for my own core human-computer
interaction".
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4.2.5 Individual factors that impact starting a collaboration. Participants had developed criteria for
what type of collaboration they would join, and how they would decide about it. However, HCI
researchers we interviewed were junior, therefore they had a need to develop research agendas
and relationships to start their research quickly. Sometimes researchers joined collaborations that
were non a fit research-wise but would provide them with other benefits of career development.
Participants took into account promotion requirements when making such decisions.
Collaborator’s research values. When deciding if a health researcher is a suitable collaborator,
HCI researchers sought to understand the researcher’s worldview. Participants wanted to know
if the collaborator adopted a user-centric perspective or a patient-centric perspective (C1, C10,
C17). For example, C1 talked about how her research approach and values aligned with their
collaborator: "I think we are more aligned in terms of our approaches where it’s more inductive, it’s
more qualitative... she’s actually way more fundamentally oriented towards understanding people first
than I am even". A lack of this patient-centered worldview was noted as an issue and potential
barrier to collaboration, for example: "red flags for me are people who who aren’t deferential to the
patients" (C10). Participant C17 also added that they valued shared decision making, how patients
are involved, timeline coordination, and novelty of the research: "Do we have the same values here?...
what it will really mean to share decision making, what’s the orientation toward society towards
patients, toward other subject matter experts however we’re bringing them in, do we have time to do
the right work... if it’s not going to lead to something novel, I might still say no".
Needing to develop their research network and research agenda. Enrolling in a collaboration
depended on the needs that HCI researchers had at the current stage in their career. This emerged
by needing to develop a research agenda and learn new skills such as grant writing. Participants
sometimes chose to pursue opportunistic collaboration to which they were invited, based on the
alignment of the health researcher’s work with their own research interests as well as with other
career goals. In some cases, the HCI researcher was not looking for the specific collaboration to
occur (e.g. the specific collaborator or topic), but when a health researcher asked them to join
their project they saw it as an opportunity to advance their network and learning goals. Some
researchers wanted to engage in research within a new domain or work with a specific population
of interest (C2, C11, C12, C17). Participants were also interested in gaining funding or learning how
to write grants, which led to them joining grants even if the research was not directly relevant to
their primary research agenda (C1, C2, C3, C7, C17). This was particularly salient for new faculty:
"I was a brand new assistant professor. So it’s just like, Yay, somebody wants to write me into a grant, I
was... blindly ... saying yes to most things.... I was just excited to be invited... So my goal was just to like
be on another grant proposal and learn about... grant writing because that was a really well-written
grant" (C2).
4.3

Conceptualizing research: factors that impact integrating goals of HCI and health
researchers

During the conceptualization phase, researchers develop novel research questions, hypotheses,
frameworks, and a research design that integrates across the disciplinary perspectives of the different
collaborators [49]. Most participants described their intended primary research contributions to
be in the HCI field. However, this came in conflict with the contributions that health researchers
expected to make. We highlight how some researchers were successful at conceptualizing research
together, while others encountered barriers in having a shared integrated problem conceptualization.
When such factors created barriers in the collaboration, it could lead to researchers joining projects
that would not fit with their professional and career goals and expectations.
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4.3.1 Jointly conceptualizing research. Most participants had engaged in successful collaborations
with health researchers in which they shaped research together. In most cases, one of the researchers
in the collaboration had a research direction they were already studying to which they invited the
other person, therefore the collaborator came in when the project direction was somewhat defined.
However, few engaged in a symbiotic approach to defining the problem they would study together.
Those who did, engaged in activities that help facilitate discussions around research directions,
without imposing a particular research question. Some of the participants who closely integrated
research processes were longitudinal collaborators who did several projects together over long
periods of time (C2, C12). When they wanted to explore a new research direction some participants
would conduct some research separately from their collaborator which they would then present
and get feedback on: "I have like a nugget of an idea that I want to kind of explore... I want to just go
do a few like, participatory design sessions, or... a few interviews just to... put these ideas in... designs in
front of... actual clinicians" (C2). In such cases, C2’s collaborator provides feedback on a particular
problem, which could later lead to a joint project. Similarly, C12 would present intermediate findings
or ideas from a project that is outside of the joint collaboration, to assess the possibility of further
defining a project jointly. C3 and C12 jointly defined a project with their collaborator because they
both had been researching a similar problem from separate but similar perspectives, which made it
easier to shape a project together.
4.3.2 Limited Health researcher understanding of HCI roles. When health researchers did not
understand the role of the HCI researchers and of their research, they invited them to collaborate
on projects after the research was already conceptualized. Participants often referred to such
invitations as contributing in a "consultant" role to the project, in a way that was not directly in
their area of research or did not have a clear HCI contribution (C2, C3, C8, C10, C14, C16). Some
researchers were perceived as human factors or User Experience (UX) researchers (C2, C12, C14):
"we just need somebody to redesign our EHR better, right? Human Factors person, like if you do that...
wow, I don’t do that" (C12). Another way in which participants were perceived was as a programmer
(C3, C7, C8): "you can program, this thing that I’ve envisioned in my head. And so that’s going to be
the scope of our collaboration is kind of me telling you what I know needs to be created, and you’ll
create it for us" (C8 ). Other times the design was perceived as "artistic" (C8). In such situations, the
HCI researcher did not have room to shape the larger research problem because they were already
assigned a problem that would not necessarily constitute an HCI research contribution.
HCI researchers were also invited to join projects that were misaligned with the work they
wanted to do. This often occurred when participants were invited to contribute to later-stage
research projects, rather than early on to conceptualize the project (C2, C14, C16). For example:
"we’re going to develop this whole thing, and we’re going to bring you in year five, and you’re going to
do some testing, and then you’re going to tell us [if] it’s usable... No, that’s not what I do. That’s not
how it works" (C2).
4.3.3 Limited understanding of the future of the research project. HCI researchers sometimes
engaged in projects for which they were not sure if there would be an HCI contribution. They
knew at the time of joining the research they were not immediately going to have an HCI outcome,
but hoped that after some time they would be shaping the research questions in a way that resulted
in HCI contributions. This sometimes resulted in time frames of a few years without achieving a
project scope that aligned with HCI contributions.
Despite this lack of HCI contribution, participants chose to pursue these collaborations because
it helped them form a relationship where they could do HCI work later: "establish the relationship...
he’s gonna be like... grateful that we made him in the app, and then he’s going to be interested in
doing more interesting stuff with it... the app itself... [isn’t] interesting. But you can imagine [ideas] I
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could probably do something interesting" (C5). Despite C5 having been involved in this project for
four years, they felt reluctant to keep going because the effort might not feel worth it: "it’s been
such a slog to even get through this basic app and to get him to do anything with it frankly, I’m not
particularly... motivated to continue... with the project because I think that it would be another two
years of free tech development from my side. And... project is not funded" (C5). Other participants
also had to navigate working on projects where they "gambled" (C3) that there might be an HCI
contribution (C3, C16), but later they realized there would be none. C3 took a year to realize that,
and was now debating how to exit the collaboration: "It’s not a failure... but it’s not a project that’s
likely to lead to me getting a lot of my research questions answered".

4.3.4 Funding agency expectations for roles and outcomes. Participants formed collaborations
with others based on the grants that funded their work, which impacted at what stage of the
research the collaborator was engaged. The different funding models in NSF and NIH impacted
how participants could engage with their collaborators and whether they could make their desired
research contributions.
The scope of the NSF and NIH grants created different motivations and levels of participation
from both parties. C5 felt like the scope of NSF grants would not be of interest to their health
collaborators because the outcomes were not compatible with expected health outcomes, which
would make it hard to motivate the collaboration to them: "there’s a big gap between what NSF
funds and what NIH is and somebody who works in the NIH space, I think, what has trouble looking
at this and seeing this as valuable... like, you know, running the study with 40 participants, like it’s
not an actual clinical trial so to them... does that evidence... really mean something?" (C5). The scope
of NIH grants meant that the HCI researcher’s work was not always accounted for as part of the
grant (C2, C16). C2 received advice to not add HCI work in the grant because it would be received
negatively: “I kept wanting to add more [of their own research] into that aim... you don’t need to do
that’s... probably... gonna mess things up with an NIH [grant]... you really are just the app person. And
that’s all you need to say in the grant" (C2).
Participants found it challenging to innovate in technology when they felt that was not the
right solution for the problem: "HCI community, the NSF community values innovation. However,
simple text messaging interventions work just fine. They’ve been shown very... effective with many
populations... They’re not innovative. So I can’t really... publish it as a CHI paper" (C12). C1 also found
that funding agencies in Health expected the use of established technologies, rather than novel
and risky ones: "NIH ... they actually prefer not to involve brand new technology. Because it’s too
exploratory. It’s too much unvalidated... So they’re more they want to see more confirmatory results...
That’s novelty, whereas for me, confirming is not very interesting. I want to see... what’s new, and what
hasn’t been confirmed" (C1).
4.3.5 Researcher’s seniority in the research community. Although mentors facilitated many successful collaborations for our participants, mentors also impacted how the HCI researcher engaged
in the collaboration, particularly in cases when the collaboration did not progress as expected. C11
thought that, because of their junior faculty status, they had to compromise on their research ideas
to maintain a good relationship with both their health collaborator and their senior mentor who
facilitated the two meetings. C11 felt that having received tenure would allow them to have more
autonomy in defining projects with their collaborators: “I feel like I can speak more, and I can be, I
can have a more active voice in what I’m interested in” (C11).
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Implementing research: using HCI methods in collaborations with Health
researchers

During the implementation phase research teams launch and conduct transdisciplinary research
[49]. During this stage, researchers collaborate to refine and extend research questions and methods
used, and execute the research. However, in practice this process is difficult and not necessarily
successful. In this section we describe the tensions in integrating methods, approaches and timelines,
encountered by HCI researchers when working with health researchers. Several participants (C5,
C9, C10) described how the long term goals of the collaboration were aligned, but tensions arose in
their misaligned approaches: “the goals were the same...but I think some of the orientation towards
that and some of the expectations of how we get there were misaligned. And for me, that did create a
lot of tension” (C10).
Participants encountered resistance from their health collaborators with regard to the methods
they used, which reflected the difficulties of using a human-centric approach in their work, motivating the rigor of methods used, justifying that the work done is research, and aligning practices
around how methods are implemented.
4.4.1 Timelines for executing research. Participants described health projects driven by their collaborators, often funded through NIH type of funding, as having much longer timelines than HCI
projects are typically expected to have, which can go as long as five years (C3, C7, C11, C12, C15,
C17): “In the HCI community, if you publish papers every five years, you’re not going to make a lot
of progress as a researcher (C12). Because of that, the HCI participant’s involvement and outputs
from the work were constrained by the timeline of the grant. Participants described the timeline of
five-year projects as having variable engagement: "I’m seeking to have... an equal role... if we look at
it over the five-year collaboration... even though there were periods where I was... getting more of my
research questions answered, overall, it probably works out to where we were both getting our work...
done" (C3). The way in which this was reflected in C3’s work was through sometimes favoring HCI
research outputs and papers, and other times acting more as a consultant or HCI practitioner: "at
the moment... they’re just building out the tool... what I’ve done in the last three months... a cognitive
walkthrough of the prototype... that project... may morph into... next big thing is... we have evidence
now that we need to actually do some more intense HCI research" (C3).
The long timelines of health projects were also challenging because focusing only on a project
with health outcomes would mean too long of a wait for publications. HCI researchers, therefore,
had to be strategic about their publications about these longer-term projects: “In the HCI community,
if you publish papers every five years, you’re not going to make a lot of progress as a researcher. . . I
wanted to continue publishing... I had my expectations, how to put together a tenure portfolio. I had to
be very creative about what parts of longer projects can be published sooner before the projects are
done” (C12).
4.4.2 Understanding of HCI methods and rigor. HCI researchers experienced a misalignment in
research approaches by having some of their methods (e.g. qualitative research, design methods)
not taken seriously, not considered to be research, or not considered to be rigorous (C2, C8, C9,
C10, C14, C15). This made it more difficult to conduct their research.
Skepticism of qualitative research. Participants shared the challenge of health researchers considering qualitative work as less important than quantitative work: “early-stage work, my clinical
collaborators don’t even consider that research...because they’re interested in interventions and in
technology, it means they’re naturally interested in the outcomes of that. And so to them, that’s the
data. That’s the research” (C2). C8 found that collaborators were more receptive to engaging with a
user-centric approach when it has a quantitative component: “that reluctance to engage with people
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through sometimes more qualitative methods... Some people definitely have a bias towards, you know,
if it’s a survey and it’s numbers...they’ll be receptive to us maybe doing some sort of engagement on
that level. But if it’s more qualitative, or feels anecdotal...sometimes there can be some hesitancy”.
Different views on what is considered data. The resistance to qualitative methods and design
was also reflected on what was considered data or not. C17 found that collaborators thought
that qualitative data did not consist of actual data: “This is just qualitative data. Aren’t these just
anecdotes anyway? And no, they’re not anecdotes, right. This is real data” (C17). In response to
collaborator’ skepticism about the rigor of qualitative design research, participants worked but
sometimes struggled, to establish what counts as data early on (C2, C15, C16). For example, C16’s
collaborators were in agreement about conducting formative research, but did not include this type
of research in the IRB application: “I’m snapping pictures, I’m gathering all this visual content to try
to inform how we’re going to design this up and talking to people... going through and doing some
sort of analysis on the images...and the research coordinators [said] you can’t do that...I just had this
sinking feeling of like, I can’t use anything that I’ve gathered, like, I can’t do anything with any of
this. And we ended up having this conversation about what counts as data, and what was actually
approved by our IRB for us to collect." (C16). C16 attributed this to the focus of their collaborators on
quantitative data.
Design methods not taken seriously. Participants also encountered resistance to design methods:
“sometimes when they don’t take design methods seriously, unfortunately. . . they think a lot of the
design stuff is just. . . a lot of mumbo jumbo kind of being creative” (C8). C2 thought their collaborators
did not take drawing activities seriously: “they don’t get why we’re all drawing pictures. . . . you feel
like it’s a feel infantilized... And that was very reminiscent to me of how these clinicians were looking
at me” (C2).
Centering user needs in tension with clinical expertise. Participants mentioned that one of the
barriers in doing research with a health collaborator is to integrate the perspective of users in
the process of designing a technology-based health intervention (C1, C2, C10, C14). In some
collaborations that participants engaged in, health researchers approached problems by already
having a solution in mind. This made it difficult for the HCI researcher to follow their research
process of designing a solution that was based on formative research or having to compromise on
user-centric features (e.g. types of data the user wanted to track, but the clinician did not see value
in).
C10 thought that a lot of the tensions between balancing the user’s perspective and clinical
perspectives came from the training of the health researchers: “they’re trained to be the ones in
the position of power...[user-centered design] was kind of antithetical to their training...it really was,
again, kind of like an entire, like, shift in their worldview, and I think that’s why there was a lot of
pushback.” C10 also attributed these challenges to ableism: “ableism is, it’s not the app that’s the
problem. It’s ableism in the entire system, that’s the problem”, which leads to not recognizing the
patient perspectives.
When the health expertise took first priority, participants thought it came at a cost to designing
tools aligned with the needs of the intended users: “they [collaborator] weren’t choosing technologies
that were aligned with our communities” (C14). At times this meant not designing features because
they were not aligned with a way of representing health constructs: “the [health researcher] came
back with like, [feature] isn’t even a clinically valid measure. That’s useless, like [feature] doesn’t
mean anything [clinically]. . . so that shouldn’t be in the app” (C2). Because of this, the technology
might have not included a functionality that users found important to their needs.
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Because of the difference in clinical expertise between the health and the HCI researcher, that
can lead to a reliance on the health researcher as a representative of patients or of other health
practitioners’ perspective and can take the technology into a different direction than that addressing
patient’s needs (C2, C4, C7). This can be helpful in some situations, where the health researcher
becomes the “liaison between us and then the patients” (C7). On other occasions, the over-reliance
on the health researcher can lead to decisions that do not match those of users more broadly. C4
relied on the health collaborator to understand the problem space, which led to a design that did
not represent the user’s needs: “what we started with was influenced by what’s that one [health
collaborator] told us. . . it was eye-opening. . . .then talking with other [participants] and realizing
they’re doing it very differently.... we spent a lot of time working with that one person... if we have
started with the interviews... it would have been a slightly different [tool]” (C4).
Artifacts facilitating knowledge integration. Participants explained how the collaboration required
a lot of building common ground. To align perspectives about methods and approaches, participants
used different approaches to introducing their collaborators to methods through hands-on activities
practicing methods, showing examples or demonstrations of methods or technologies.
Some participants asked the collaborators to experience the method or approach. C10 had the
collaborators participate in design activities to learn about them and to understand the rigor of
the methods: “There were a lot of challenges in getting them to loosen up...we’re really just gonna
have them sketch things out... get them to... understand a different kind of rigor in the research” (C10).
C10 found it useful to describe the entire research process through repeated presentations and
examples: “once they got to the end product of...this is what a CHI paper looks like...all the steps we’ve
taken up to that point became more clear to them...’Oh, I see why we were like collecting all these
sketches’ or...now let’s see where they go and what they are for.”(C10).
Learning by experiencing also helped collaborators understand the capabilities of technology.
For example, some collaborators expected technology to have much more advanced algorithmic
capabilities. C12 mentioned that when they had a working prototype for their project, C12 asked
the collaborators to use the technology: “I first offer to them is here, try this out....and just to get
a feel for what it’s like.”. This helps set the expectation of technology capabilities and what C12
can contribute through technology. However, C12 discussed challenges with using prototypes
because they are not always readily available for new problems, and having a suitable prototype
for a particular domain requires formative work.
To explain why a method is useful, some participants used examples from their previous projects,
for example: “here’s either a past project from, say, our portfolio, where if we hadn’t done things, the
way we’re championing doing them right now, we would have arrived at a really not only wrong
solution but could have...really done more harm than good.” C8 also shared that “people pulling in ...
[examples from] popular media and stuff like that...can make it a little more tangible” (C8).
4.4.3 Differences in the terminology of methods. HCI researchers were thoughtful about what
terminology to use. Researchers avoided common HCI terms because they represented approaches
that were not well regarded by the potential collaborators, or had a different meaning: “I think
initial challenges were different language barriers because they have a lot of jargon, we have a lot of
jargon and so it was like a lot of figuring out what even the other person was saying” (C10). Some of
the terms that created tensions were exploratory, user testing, or implementation.
Approaches to sharing terminology. To translate approaches used in HCI, some researchers were
very careful about terminology they would use. C1 avoided using the term ”exploratory”, as advised
by one of their mentors because it would not be perceived as valid research: “you should never say
exploratory, because, you know, in this world, they don’t really appreciate exploratory” (C1). Instead,
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C1 would look for other terms that would fit some valid terms that health researchers might be
familiar with: “there’s actually plenty of research being done in the clinical world that has the same
goal that I have. And so there’s formative research, that’s actually legit, and that in, like, clinical world,
and it’s called. . . community-based participatory research. . . there’s all these methods that they think
is valid, that are essentially like participatory design” (C1).
The meaning of terms related to evaluation was also challenging to use. C1 would replace “user
testing” with terms that were more familiar to collaborators: “I use a different word, but they’re very
used to saying, usability testing, or human factors testing, and the sounds... validated. And so I... use
those terminologies to make them understand what we’re doing” (C1). C8 encountered challenges in
using the term “efficacy”: “What counts as efficacy comes up quite a bit...for HCI people efficacy means
almost kind of like the proof of concept, or a measure of effectiveness. And that could mean so many
things...But when maybe you’re talking about health science colleague... efficacy, has very specific
requirements about... thresholds that need to be met according to this very specific measures.” (C8). C16
had developed new terms to speak about evaluation to their colleagues: “I don’t say we’re going to
evaluate the prototype... I say we’re going to see what happens when that prototype gets appropriated
into a real-world setting”. C16 explained their reasoning because “It’s really important to separate
out the evaluation of the interface and the information design and the information architecture from
the impacts of the clinical intervention.”.
4.4.4 Differences in achieving desired research outcomes. Because of the misalignment of approaches
and methods between HCI and Health collaborators, HCI researchers adapted their approaches.
They resorted to conducting their research on the collaborative project outside of the scope of the
collaboration (on their own) or had to adapt methods and approaches to fit the collaboration needs.
Conducting HCI research within but outside of the collaboration boundaries. Because some participants encountered barriers in having their formative work or design work recognized by
collaborators as part of the scope of research, they needed to conduct formative or design research
outside of the scope of the expectations of the jointly defined project or grant (C2, C7, C16). For
example, C7’s collaborator did not see the need to conduct design research. Thus C7 pursued this
research on their own, without support from collaborators. C7 found it challenging to not have the
collaborator’s support in recruitment: because the user-centered research was not included in the
grant, it was also not part of the IRB, and therefore the collaborator did not engage in recruitment,
leaving C7 to find other channels of recruitment for patients. Although this research was done
independently of the grant’s resources, the publications resulting from the work were included
in the annual reports of the grant. This tension was accepted by C7, because of the desire to be
able to engage with patients later on: “what can you do? Then you can’t work with patients” (C7).
After this experience, C7 decided not to pursue future collaborations with this researcher after the
ongoing multi-year project was complete.
C2 also needed to work on papers outside of the collaboration scope, because their collaborators
did not initially consider the research to be publishable: “formative stuff that I do. . . I write up... send
them those drafts... they’re like... this is interesting. I didn’t even realize you could write a paper on
this. And then I go and get it published” (C2).
4.5

Translating research: factors that impact translating research to the real-world

During the translation phase, researchers create pathways to apply their findings to real-world
problems [49]. This creates tensions because the research outcomes of HCI and health researchers
are misaligned in this perspective.
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4.5.1 Tensions between innovation and real-world impact. C12 also described the difference between
the disciplines also as driven by a desire to solve concrete current problems in Health, versus solving
pushing innovation forward in technology: "technical innovation ... I really enjoy doing this kind
of work. But it is somewhat disconnected from solving concrete today’s problems... It’s really hard
to do both to be a researcher... who tries to do transformative technological research, which is what
NSF expects and at the same time be somebody who kind of makes that translation of this work into
practice".
Health clinical trials were not seen as advancing the technology innovation agenda and contributing to the HCI field, but some participants felt it was important to engage in such research because
it had the opportunity to make an applied impact (C1, C7, C9, C10, C12): "actually improving...
health outcomes. It takes years of work. And so I think there’s like that sort of sense of accomplishment
when I can actually have my work impact, improving outcomes." (C1). C1 saw being disconnected
from the broader HCI community as a consequence of this work: "I feel a little outdated in terms of
what’s new... in the field of like CHI and CSCW... I feel like... I’m lagging a little behind, because I’m
focused on like, work on the ground... outcomes-oriented research, but I’m okay with that" (C1). C1 felt
they could engage in this work because they felt like they still did "quite a bit of novel things" through
their HCI work.
4.5.2 Training in translating research to practice. C12 explained that "HCI researchers are ill-prepared
to handle [clinical trial] because we don’t really learn much about clinical trials as part of our PhDs
in HCI", which would make it difficult to do the extra steps of translating the innovation work to
real-world problems. C12 also emphasized that the translation work to implement a solution can
involve a lot more than just clinical trials: "it requires more collaborations, rather than trying to be
the... one-man show and the person who does everything... this is outside of collaborating with health
scientists. This is collaborating with like IT departments of hospitals, and groups that can actually...
help to implement solutions once they’ve been tested and shown promising."
5

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we illustrate the challenges that early- and mid-career faculty in HCI experience in
integrating HCI perspectives in collaborative work with health researchers. These integration and
knowledge challenges have been studied in Team Science and in current reports and models of
cross-disciplinary research [35]. Past research in Team Science offers effective recommendations
on how to better integrate perspectives across different fields. The results from our study reveal the
need to examine HCI research practices and expectations in cross-disciplinary collaborations. Based
on our findings, we discuss how HCI researchers and institutions can incorporate recommendations
from Team Science.
Our study adds a new lens to investigating cross-disciplinary collaborations. CSCW researchers
have previously investigated how scientific teams interact as well as their processes, use of language, and use of technology to integrate knowledge [81, 95, 96]. Such research can be effectively
used for supporting research teams in developing collaboration, coordination, or role division for
effective team functioning. However, a Team Science lens enables researchers in HCI to examine
how research is integrated between different fields and what influences the success of integrating
perspectives across different fields. Hall’s model of transdisciplinarity allows us to identify participation, representation and integration of research perspectives at different stages in the research
process [49]. Considering factors that impact collaboration within the context of individual teams
and academic institutions can offer HCI researchers a framework to better integrate HCI and health
research in the varying academic environments and circumstances where they create technology.
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Our results indicate that research integration across HCI and Health can be difficult to achieve
throughout the different stages of assembling a team, conceptualizing research, implementing it and
translating it into practice. In this research, we use a lens of transdisciplinarity to assess collaboration.
The intersection of Health and HCI presents a complex problem space in which team science and
transdisciplinary research have the potential of producing innovation [113]. However, our findings
point to situations when researchers might not find tight research integration desirable. For example,
HCI research might not be desirable for some health researchers when they need to follow tight
grant deadlines, or when they need a design consultant or programmer. On the other hand, some
HCI researchers might not find it desirable to engage in the translational stage of health research.
Additionally, collaborations through which a research member a team member is brought in late in
the research process can miss out on joint conceptualization of the problem space and inclusion of
cross-disciplinary research approaches. Our participants showed an interest in achieving research
integration and participation from both HCI and Health, even though sometimes it came with a
cost, such as lengthy upfront investment in a collaboration with uncertain outcomes. We draw on
the participant intent in building research integration with collaborators in our discussion. Below
we use a neutral terminology of cross-disciplinary collaborations to present considerations that
can support teams in more strongly integrating research perspectives between Health and HCI
researchers.
5.1

Team level support for research integration across HCI and Health

Successful collaborations can be developed through learning collaboration practices across fields
and through tools that help individual members of teams to better communicate with each other.
We highlight how aligning perspectives can be achieved through training, building methodological
common ground, and supporting communication.
5.1.1 Supporting cross-disciplinary training. Our participants expressed a need to get training
support in navigating research partnerships with health collaborators. Despite completing PhDs
in which most participants worked closely with health researchers, doing so was unfamiliar for
early-career researchers while being in a lead investigator role. Team science initiatives propose the
importance of training programs in which scholars develop competencies in navigating knowledge
from other fields, navigating relationships, and coordinating teams [35]. Training grants already
exist for health researchers through the NIH [5]. However, our participants noted that training
grants were inaccessible or incompatible with the promotion expectations in tenure track positions,
coming in conflict with teaching expectations. This indicates a need for the HCI field to design
training programs that support researcher training, throughout the PhD and after, to be fully
equipped to enter a professional space where they lead cross-disciplinary projects. Our participants
identified the following areas as being valuable for training: (1) how to translate HCI methods
to health researchers (e.g. design methods, qualitative research, data types); (2) Health research
methodologies, such as how to conduct randomized controlled trials; (3) appropriate terminology
and how to use it with health collaborators (e.g., communicating exploratory research, evaluation
criteria, the meaning of user testing); and (4) an overall understanding of the role that a health
collaborator plays throughout the research life-cycle and strategies for how to have a collaboration
that is meaningful for both parties. Such training can help HCI researchers in starting collaborations,
as well as maintaining them. Further research is needed to identify a range of competencies that new
investigators can benefit from. Such a list might be further expanded with the support of scholars
with more experience who developed strategies to navigate cross-disciplinary collaborations over
time.
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5.1.2 Building methodological common ground through translational resources . One of the needs
that emerged in our study was to better translate HCI methods across disciplines. How to translate
these methods will vary based on the collaborative domain. In the context of HCI-Health collaborations, HCI researchers needed to justify their methodological rigor and approach to health
researchers. Past research shows that boundary artifacts could help teams in developing shared
understanding [104]. Team members can leverage successful strategies and artifacts that were
identified by our participants: developing and sharing examples of how HCI approaches improved
health outcomes and enabled more effective solutions; demonstrating how certain design activities
(e.g. storyboarding) are beneficial for later research steps; or sharing technology prototypes that
health researchers can use to make the potential of technical innovation more concrete for collaborators. Additionally, researchers have proposed the use of translational resources that support
practitioners in applying a new knowledge domain to their work (e.g. using theory for design
practitioners, or rethinking assumptions about personal informatics) [31, 63]. Such resources could
be developed through design cards, toolkits and materials that are incorporated into the research
process [31–33, 90].
Another valuable translational resource is scholarship that highlights how methods can be
adapted or translated when conducting research to design tools at the intersection of Health
and HCI. For example, researchers have developed guidelines for publishing qualitative research
in Health Informatics [12]. Building shared vocabularies can also help researchers to establish
common ground [96]. Researchers have started building such shared vocabularies between design
and implementation science methods [38]. Participants in our study highlighted terms that needed
translation in their collaborations, such as exploratory, user testing, evaluation, implementation.
However, more research is needed to develop essential vocabularies that could help researchers
more easily communicate about research.
Such translational strategies serve as a model for the HCI and health community. The development of similar resources could aid early-career researchers in having conversations with health
researchers about the use of design methods and participation in projects (e.g., jointly conceptualizing a problem space).
5.1.3 Supporting communication about goals and outcomes across disciplines. HCI researchers
struggled at times to know if a team or project will be a worthwhile collaboration. Existing
Team Science toolkits can be leveraged to align perspectives and guide discussions about shared
goals or outcomes [8, 114]. These toolkits include prompts for conversations about the goals and
outcomes of the collaboration, roles, and contributions of the participants, as well as deciding
which team members will make what decisions and how [8]. Researchers in HCI have developed
similar types of tools for supporting remote team collaboration [15]. Such toolkits could also help
team members better identify the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of the team members early
on in the research lifecycle [49]. For example, HCI researchers can facilitate conversations with
health collaborators about their career goals and whether ongoing projects might be adjusted to
suit goals of both parties. To support alignment of expectations in working together, researchers
must discuss their goals (e.g., scientific, timeline), division of responsibilities (e.g., individual/team
contributions to doing research, writing responsibilities for reports, team membership, and decision
making), authorship and credit (e.g., what manuscripts will be written, how will credit be given
and decided, who will deliver presentations and answer inquiries), communication approaches
(e.g., how will communication be conducted, how the research agenda might get redirected, how
will new collaborations and spin-off projects get negotiated), and conflict management plans (e.g.,
encouraging diverse perspectives, managing conflict constructively) [8, 47]. Such conversations
might be adapted to specific situations that are specific to conducting HCI research, which might
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involve expectations about: what approaches will be used in the research (e.g. inclusion of a user
or patient centric approach), what data to collect and when for publication, starting with the IRB;
timelines to HCI publications might be shorter than in Health, might involve different type of
data and might be published in different types of venues (e.g. conferences vs journals); research
responsibilities (e.g. development of technology and corresponding timelines); responsibilities that
an HCI researcher might have outside of research that differ from the collaborator (e.g. teaching).
Early-career researchers might have promotion expectations related to the above that are different
than their more senior colleagues that can be useful to communicate.
5.2

Institutional support for research integration across HCI and Health

At the institutional level, the Team Science field recommends creating initiatives and incentives for
investigators to find collaborators, normalize transdisciplinary research, and recognize the effort of
participating in collaborations for promotions and tenure [35].
5.2.1 Supporting finding collaborators. Our findings show that early-career researchers are particularly susceptible to difficulties in starting new collaborations, dependent on the type of institutions,
mentorship, or institutional structures that promote cross-disciplinary collaborations. The HCI
community can support early-career researchers who might be struggling to establish collaborations in academic environments with limited resources. Physical proximity, for example, is a
key opportunity that HCI communities are well-positioned to encourage via conferences [18].
For example, symposiums that alternate between HCI and Health Informatics conferences bring
together researchers from HCI and Health [124]. Establishing more formal connections with other
conferences in the Health field, organizing regular joint events that promote meeting health researchers, and including skill development events that help HCI researchers communicate the value
of their work across disciplines using analogies, metaphors, or lay language instead of discipline
specific jargon [122], are all ways to build upon these initiatives.
Brokers – well-connected individuals in the community [48] – can play a particularly important role in leveraging the strength of their networks to facilitate cross-disciplinary connections
and mentor early-career faculty, especially individuals who identify as part of marginalized or
underrepresented groups. For example, previous initiatives for women young faculty members
show that the majority of the scholars getting mentored successfully acquired competitive grants
[91]. This measurable success shows the value of developing opportunities for specific research
groups in the HCI community to establish meaningful professional relationships with the brokers
of the community. In addition, the HCI community can adopt Team Science approaches such as
online networks of researchers to facilitate finding expertise [60] or training programs that connect
researchers [6]. These opportunities could ensure early-career faculty build networks, leverage
proximity, and explore potential collaborations to advance their research agendas.
Institutions must remove obstacles to doing research across disciplines [35]. These obstacles
can be removed by creating funds for transdisciplinary seed grants, which our participants valued
for building collaborations, and intentionally merging departments to foster the intermingling of
faculty [35]. Institutions can also support researchers in establishing research centers that foster
cross-disciplinary research and train students [35]. Several NIH-funded transdisciplinary centers
already exist [4, 5], but increasing the support for such centers within the HCI field can increase
the capacity of developing researchers and research that tightly integrates and innovates at the
intersection of HCI and Health.
5.2.2 Attributing value to cross-disciplinarity collaborations through promotion policies. HCI researchers have raised questions about how to balance HCI and Health contributions toward
promotion. HCI contributions, in contrast to health contributions, have been discussed in prior
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work. For example, researchers have debated the role that HCI researchers should play in the
evaluation of systems such as randomized control trials [64, 80], but no clear consensus exists on
how that is valued for researcher promotion and academic career advancement.
To encourage participation in cross-disciplinary research, Team Science recommends establishing
explicit language about this research in expectations for promotions and tenure. Although the
status of such initiatives in the United States is still limited [46], researchers have outlined policies
that institutions can follow to recognize team-based work [34], such as allocating individual credit
for teamwork, diversifying the attribution of contributions, placing value on research outcomes,
making creative work available to others and the public, and minimizing disputes over project
ownership. Such norms are adopted in some health departments [1]. Computing researchers have
been recognizing the importance of collaborative work in promotion [108]. Considering the HCI
community as an institution, members of this community can develop language for academic
departments to recognize the different types of contributions, and often invisible labor, of HCI
researchers. Transparent discussions and agreements must be reached about what contributions
each research community values in addition to revising these values as they evolve over time.
5.2.3 Aligning funding expectations with methodological integration. While funding agencies such
as the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation are increasingly providing
support to research that involves both Health and HCI [4, 7], these institutions still need to to
support the diverse research of both communities. Because funding agencies heavily influence
research incentives, and grants increasingly require researchers to have HCI or health collaborators,
it is important for funding agencies to support the goals of both types of collaborators as part of
the grant.
The tensions encountered by our participants suggest a need for NIH grants to better account for
the type of contributions that are meaningful for the HCI field. In cases where National Institute
of Health projects require the expertise of UX practitioners, expectations about what role an HCI
researcher has on the project as a co-researcher, rather than a consultant, must be transparent
and inform team decision making. To achieve transdisciplinary research, funding agencies should
support the development of innovative pilot projects, ideas that emerge during collaborative projects
[49], or real-time adjustment to projects as they unfold [35]. Expanding the focus of transdisciplinary
research funding could better enable formative and impactful HCI research.
5.3

Reflexivity about research integration across the research lifecycle

Reflexivity has been growing in HCI as an effort to add transparency in taking responsibility and
being held accountable for the research process, or to critically reflect on the research process
[75, 79]. The artifacts that researchers create are embedded in their sociotechnical context and are
impacted by the politics of the infrastructure in which they are made [126]. Reflexivity encourages
self-reflection and understanding of researcher’s biases and role in the research and how that might
impact their work [75]. Our findings show how imbalances in collaboration and in integration
of researcher perspectives can impact the output of the research through biases in how HCI or
health researcher perspectives are included, the methods used, and how researchers consider the
applicability of technology to the real world.
5.3.1 Reflexivity about whose views are integrated into research and when. Hall’s model can help
HCI researchers be reflexive about the role they and their collaborators play in the research
process. Researchers can use the different stages of research to reflect on how their epistemic
perspectives are incorporated, the extent to which they participate in different research activities,
or what methodologies they use. We identify several situations when a researcher’s perspective
and participation can impact the technologies being designed. For example, when HCI researchers
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are brought late into a project, it can be difficult for them to incorporate human-centric methods or
to ensure the research problems and technology design meet people’s needs. On the other hand,
when HCI researchers do not integrate the health researcher’s perspective early on, or do so in
a superficial way (e.g. for access to study participants), the technology design might not suitably
address an actual health problem. When both health and HCI researchers contribute perspectives
in the design process, there is a chance to overly represent the health researcher’s expertise over
that of participants, because access to participants can be difficult. Our findings show that forming
diverse teams can be difficult to achieve, which can make it difficult to mediate the imbalances in
participation.
Given that integrating different disciplinary perspectives can impact the research and artifacts
that teams create, we propose that research teams use a reflexive approach of reporting their
research process. In line with efforts to increase research transparency, researchers could document
participation, roles, and contributions of themselves and health collaborators in the research process
at different stages of research. Such reflexivity could be added to method sections of papers or could
be reflected in an author’s contribution statements of their roles in the research [82]. Through such
statements, researchers can be more transparent about how different perspectives were prioritized
in the work, at what stages of research, and through what type of participation. Researchers could
include decisions made in the research or design process that led to scoping the design space,
making design decisions, including or excluding technology functionalities that affect the outcomes
of the technologies created. Reflexivity statements can provide context in interpreting the research
in light of the varied participation.
5.3.2 Reflexivity about applicability of research to practice. One tension we observed in integrating
research across HCI and Health was the misaligned expectations in translating research into practice,
including translating interventions in clinical settings, or creating technologies that can be deployed
for multi-year trials. While this translation was a priority to some of the health collaborators of
our participants, it conflicted with the disciplinary expectations of HCI researchers. Applying a
technology to a practical setting did not necessarily result in research contributions that were
rewarded in the HCI research community. In contrast, solutions that are considered innovative
in HCI research are not always appropriate or applicable for the clinical context. To address this
potential misalignment with health practices, HCI research papers could include a section that
discusses the concrete applicability of the technology developed into real-world settings (e.g. clinical
settings, applicability to different health conditions), its fit with the practices of the target setting
and participants, or an assessment of considerations for potential future translation to practice.
6

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our study presents new considerations for how the HCI community can support early- and midcareer researchers in conducting innovative and impactful transdisciplinary research in health.
However, we also acknowledge the limitations of the study and opportunities for future research. It
is important to understand the perspectives of health researchers on their challenges and strategies
for collaborating with HCI researchers. The larger aim of this work is to expand its scope and
compare the perspectives of both HCI and health researchers to develop and evaluate tools that
bridge the gaps between the practices of both types of researchers. However, more work is needed to
develop both comprehensive research and official guidelines for individuals, teams and institutions
on how to better support cross-disciplinary collaboration in HCI, such as the ones created by CRA
[23].
The participants in our sample include HCI researchers who secured positions at academic
institutions. Many participants were located at research-focused (e.g., R01) institutions in the
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United States. Therefore, participants’ perspectives are not representative of early-career HCI
researchers outside of the United States, researchers with experience in HCI and Health who
hold non-tenure-track academic positions, or researchers in HCI and Health whose work is in a
commercial or industry setting. Researchers in each of these roles are part of the HCI community,
and future work must shed light on their perspectives and address their collaboration and career
needs. In addition, participants in this study were recruited primarily through the proceedings of
the CHI conference, though not exclusively. While this is a common publication venue for early
career HCI researchers in the US, there are certainly researchers conducting HCI research who
might not have been included in our sample, which include researchers who publish in different
venues, who did not publish recently in the venue, who work in departments or at institutions
where CHI is not a primary publication venue, or who just transitioned to the HCI field. Overall,
the participant sample has a bias towards top tier institutions, likely to be better resourced and that
value specific publication and research outcomes. Future research investigating contexts outside
the US might have to use a different recruitment approach to account for publication patterns and
venues, types of institutions, and types of academic faculty roles that may vary in other countries.
Understand collaborations in different infrastructure settings. More research is needed to understand how the infrastructure of academic collaborations outside the US are shaped. While the
methodological challenges we encounter might be applicable in other infrastructural settings, we
need to understand better if the training of HCI and health researchers in other countries facilitates better connections and research integration. We only investigated HCI-Health collaborations
in university settings. Partnerships between academia and industry are increasingly common.
However, such collaborations are subject to different types of incentives and motivations to do
cross-disciplinary work as well as different management practices, which can further complicate
the collaboration [23, 24]. More research is needed to deeply understand these challenges and
supports needed in academic-industry collaborations.
Understand health collaborator backgrounds and infrastructure. In this research, we do not strictly
differentiate between the disciplinary background of health collaborators. Our work is limited by
collaborations in which participants developed technologies, typically for behavioral interventions.
Health researchers are not a homogeneous group and have many disciplinary backgrounds that
might make it easier or difficult to integrate research perspectives. More research is needed to
understand how the different training of health researchers integrates with HCI methods. Similarly,
the infrastructure of different health researchers might vary. Different health departments might
include different job structure, salary models, or security of employment [83, 123]. Further research
is necessary to understand the role of health related departments on the success of cross-disciplinary
collaborations.
Understand the role of different disciplines and team member roles in HCI collaborations. The
current research investigated challenges that primary investigators encounter when conducting
cross-disciplinary research in HCI-Health. However, there is a need to understand the structure of
the teams engaged in this type of research as well as the distribution of roles and responsibilities to
better support the research collaboration. Further research is needed to understand how research
collaborations work or break down when researchers from other disciplines join the team, or when
collaborations are formed with external teams such as firms providing programming and design
services.
Investigate further methods. As community-based research methods become more prevalent
in HCI [51], how the HCI field supports the collaboration needs and goals of community-based
research team members will be an increasingly important consideration of teamwork.
This paper emphasizes the experiences at the intersection of two fields: HCI and Health. Yet,
researchers at this intersection may also identify as a member of additional related fields, such as
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Health Informatics and Human Factors. This, in addition to the differing department infrastructures,
might affect the type of research contributions people strive to make. Additional research can help
us understand how the practices, norms, and standards of related fields can influence the types of
challenges researchers face, the strategies they use to navigate such challenges, and what lessons
can be adopted across fields to enable more robust collaboration.
7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we summarize the results of an interview study with 17 early- and mid-career
faculty conducting research at the intersection of HCI and Health. Our findings shed light on
the many challenges they face in establishing research agendas, such as finding collaborations
and navigating collaborations with misaligned goals. These findings also show how our study
participants navigated these challenges, aligned their goals and desired collaboration outcomes with
ongoing projects, and positioned the value of their methodological approach to health researchers.
We share insights on how this work impacted participants’ intellectual contributions and career
trajectories.
In addition to participants’ lived experiences, we apply a Team Science lens to reveal what
opportunities exist to support these individuals as they collaborate with health researchers, such as
leveraging social connections, proximity, joint conceptualization of a problem space, and beneficial
career outcomes. We also discuss how best practices from Team Science can be implemented and
extended for researchers at the intersection of HCI, including toolkits to align with collaborators
on research goals, revisions to tenure, promotion policies to account for the invisible work of
establishing collaborations, and changes to funding agency incentives.
By implementing these recommendations, the HCI community can begin to recognize the
challenges early-career faculty must navigate and scaffold the individual and institutional support
needed for their success. In taking these steps, we strive towards a transdisciplinary research vision,
where we tightly integrate with other research domains, produce innovative solutions, and ensure
the work of achieving this vision is sustainable for emerging generations of HCI researchers.
8
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